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Big-screen simplicity
Both the WD1 and WD2 stations feature three independent and Both the WD1 and WD2 stations feature three independent and 
fully programmable preset buttons that allow you to selectfully programmable preset buttons that allow you to select
a preset temperature for each. The operation of thea preset temperature for each. The operation of the
buttons is similar to the station selectionbuttons is similar to the station selection
buttons on a car radio...  just set thebuttons on a car radio...  just set the
temperature to the desired setting,temperature to the desired setting,
press and hold any of the buttons press and hold any of the buttons 
for two seconds, and that button is for two seconds, and that button is 
preset to that temperature.preset to that temperature.
The programming range of the The programming range of the 
buttons is anywhere within the buttons is anywhere within the 
station’s temperature range of station’s temperature range of 
150°F to 850°F.

A button can be preset to your A button can be preset to your 
favorite idle temperature, allowing favorite idle temperature, allowing 
you to instantly activate a feature you to instantly activate a feature 
that saves both tip life and power, that saves both tip life and power, 
even before the station activates it even before the station activates it 
automatically.  

Both stations also feature a largeBoth stations also feature a large
(67mm x 29mm) high contrast LCD display that (67mm x 29mm) high contrast LCD display that 
simultaneously shows currently selected temperature and simultaneously shows currently selected temperature and 
the temperature that has been programmed for eachthe temperature that has been programmed for each
of the three preset buttons.of the three preset buttons.

Three programmable presets and a large LCD display make operation easy

Modern LCD display technology
gives users critical information at a 

glance, while three programmable
temperature preset buttons

allow quick and easy
temperature changes.

50 degrees of freedom

Like the WD1 and WD2 stations, their matchingLike the WD1 and WD2 stations, their matching
micro soldering pencil stands offer bothmicro soldering pencil stands offer both
unmatched style and superior function.unmatched style and superior function.
No matter which pencil you choose, standsNo matter which pencil you choose, stands
have a four-position tilt adjustment you canhave a four-position tilt adjustment you can
set at the angle that feels best to you.set at the angle that feels best to you.
Stands also feature an antistatic fi nish toStands also feature an antistatic fi nish to
ensure safety against electrostatic discharge,ensure safety against electrostatic discharge,
and three (3) tip storage slots.and three (3) tip storage slots.

New pencil stand design adjustsNew pencil stand design adjusts
to fi t each user’s personal styleto fi t each user’s personal style
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